
Benefits:

ETL Processes: CDRlive

It is a highly scaleable data warehouse that has 

simultaneous, near real time loading and querying 

capabilities

It has a proven 300+ TB scalability.

This data model is based on Oracle 10g/11g, 

and has RAC, partitioning, and parallel querying 

capabilities

It is built on a traditional or Oracle Exadata 

infrastructure

Relevant Data

Only the data that is needed will be stored. The 

user decides which data is important.

Customization

Customization of aggregate tables is easier and 

can be effortlessly adapted to the customer’s 

requirement. Typically, this includes customized rule 

sets and new data dimensions

Aggregate data 

Generated from the data already in the data 

warehouse. Summaries can therefore be run as soon 

as administrators know that all base data is loaded

Informed Data Management

When data arrives late into the data warehouse, 

administrators are informed that new data has 

become available and the % influence it could have 

on the already-aggregated data

The administrator now has the power to justify a re-

summarization or not

Predictable data completion

The completion of the aggregation process is 

measurable, allowing administrators to inform users 

when data will be available

DATA MODEL

The data model provides measurements on all subscribers using various dimensions. It takes raw 

telecommunications files (CDRs) and extracts, transforms, loads and enriches CDR-rich data into a usable format.

From the data warehouse where the CDRs are stored, many business intelligent processes are performed such as analysis, 

reporting and data mining. Findings are then made available to the network operator’s decision-makers in near real time.

Key Features:

The CDRlive data model delivers relevant 

intelligence in near real-time.

It displays to users as a customizable, web-

reporting toolset.

Achieve more.

The data model performs beyond the field of CDRs. 

It also utilizes other sources to provide exceptional 

analysis, reporting and data mining functions. Typical 

sources include: Enterprise Applications, HLR and 

Provisioning, Customer Data and Other OSS/BSS Data 
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Billing	Data

Customer	Data

HLR	&	Provisioning

Other	OSS/BSS	Data

Enterprise	Applications	

SS7	&	Probe	Data

Device	App	data

INPUTS ETL OUTPUTS

Adapt IT is a leader in ICT (information and communication 

technology) market through the provision of turnkey 

solution to the Education, Manufacturing, Energy, 

Financial Services, Hospitality and Telecommunication 

sector, employing over 1000 technology professionals and 

servicing more than 10 000 customers in 40 countries.
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Achieve more.

How it Works:
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